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Table of Contents Executive Summary
Adobe has empowered us to create and transform since 

1982. First revolutionizing the workflow of the digital art 

sphere with Creative Cloud, then changing the way the 

internet communicates with the Document Cloud, Adobe 

is now pushing advertising solutions further than ever with 

the Experience Cloud for Advertising. 

A lot has changed since the first digital ad graced screens 

in 1994. Since digital advertising’s conception, the 

industry has been in constant evolution, adapting to the 

innovations of an increasingly online world. You tasked 

us with raising awareness for the Experience Cloud in this 

saturated field of walled gardens and tech giants.

We dedicated the last eight months to researching 

the adtech industry, studying the culture and habits 

of advertising professionals, and uncovering authentic 

insights. We emerged with an effective positioning strategy 

for The Experience Cloud to be distinct in its category with 

powerful creative executions to strategically meet Adobe’s 

campaign objectives.

Media planners and buyers need a liaison to connect 

disparate data across platforms. They depend on a sense 

of security in their adtech, where rationale is always ready 

to support their strategy. Our campaign demonstrates 

how the Experience Cloud for Advertising navigates the 

relationships between your media channels, providing you 

the data to make confident decisions, start-to-finish.
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Primary Research

Secondary Research

Where we are now

Research Methods

Survey respondents Phone Interviews conducted

Reddit Forums Studied Reports Digested
- Adobe Whitepapers

- Industry Whitepapers

- Adweek Articles

- Industry Articles

Reddit Forum Posts 
Conversations

LinkedIn Category Contacts 
identified for Survey

Webinars Attended

Our Objective
We were tasked with curating a business-to-business (B2B) campaign 

that focuses on increasing awareness for the Adobe Experience Cloud for 

Advertising. 

Going into research we wanted a snapshot of the digital media landscape 

and the continuities and changes it has inspired across our target audience: 

marketing executives and media planners. We explored various forms of 

primary and secondary research to gain a holistic understanding of their work 

lives, personal lives, and daily pain points.

We are tracking growth for the following KPIs:

Raise unaided awareness by 2%

Be in the top 3 for share of  

earned media

Attract 50,000 visits to the  Adobe 

Experience Cloud website

Acquire 10,000 new contacts from our 

target audience

The adtech industry has been dominated by well-established walled gardens. 

While the industry itself is highly competitive, each adtech player is grappling 

with the same paradox of new limitations and new possibilities as the industry 

advances. Adobe, widely recognized for its Creative Cloud and Document 

Cloud, recently entered the adtech industry with the Adobe Experience Cloud 

for Advertising. Entering the industry with fresh eyes, Adobe’s arrival into the 

digital media landscape with independent software offers ample opportunity for 

consumers to reimagine the functions of programmatic buying. 

50

200+

80+

10

5

33

112

Quantitative Research Qualitative Research

NEW LIMITATIONS AND NEW POSSIBILITIES
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of respondents mentioned the use 

of data to accomplish something 

(education or development of a 

story) as a top benefit of their job

of Vision Leaders plan to learn 

more about the media buying 

process

The Advertising Industry
In House Movement 
and the growth 
of programmatic 
capabilities

59% of brands agree they’ll 

be bringing more media 

functions in-house (MediaSense). A key 

reason being to have better control on 

how the brand is being represented.

What about GDPR 
Legislation?

82% of advertisers have felt 

at least  “some impact” 

from GDPR (Econsultancy 2018)

43% of Decision Makers and 23% of 

Practitioners are concerned with keeping 

up with privacy legislation

However, from focus groups we found that 

effective omnichannel control can help 

respect consumer privacy.

Biggest client complaint:
Needing more information on attribution.

46%

28%

COMING TOGETHER FOR SOMETHING BIGGER AND BETTER

It is a critical time for marketing executives 

and media planners and buyers. Feeling more 

empowered than ever to take the reigns, their 

passion for their craft is only thwarted by 

disconnections between data, media channels, 

and inter-departmental communication.

For Decision Makers, the most tedious part of 

their job is gathering all the information they 

need in one place. This limits their chance to 

think about what they can do with the data, 

especially when it comes to tying it in with their 

more traditional format.

35% of surveyed Decision Makers 
say miscommunication across 

departments is a top challenge

46% of respondents are more likely than 
ever to agree they know less about 

their media performance despite having more data. 
(MediaSense)

48% of Decision Makers and 
practitioners struggle to 

reconcile spending for traditional and 
digital media

“We’re constant students.”

— Decision Maker Interviewee, 42

In an increasingly dynamic digital media 

landscape, more advertisers are looking within 

their own companies to harness programmatic 

capabilities, saving outsourcing for specialists 

to build a media plan more responsive to their 

objectives. Each approach is meant to remedy a 

fragmented view of the customer journey.

“All the new tech? It’s my dream and 
nightmare.”

— Decision Maker Interviewee, 42

They’re excited about the different ways they 

can play with media buying but apprehensive 

about bringing it into fruition for their own 

media plans.

57% of respondents believe that AI and machine learning 
are the next frontier for media planning/buying 

While vision leaders may think their company 

is ahead of the curve, media buyers have a 

better grasp on where they should improve. 44% of Decision Makers and 
Practitioners said they 

only somewhat agree that they have 
the necessary technology to understand 
consumers

75% of Vision Leaders agree 
that they have the 

necessary technology to understand 
consumers

Big Shifts and 
Movements
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The AdTech Landscape

WHAT ADTECH MEANS TO THEM
Adtech gives advertisers the omnichannel, de-segmented data 

that they need to tell their story. It allows them to accurately 

report and prove data’s value. It is a complicated system that 

often leads to a strong overall picture of trends, personas, and 

performance. However, most advertisers are still learning its best 

use.

None of the Practitioners strongly agreed they 
were proficient in their adtech solution

In fact, 48% of felt negatively about their   
adtech capabilities. 

For Practitioners and Decision Makers, one of the most important 

capabilities of their adtech is its accurate reporting ability. Reports 

are the proof-point of their campaign, allowing them to advocate 

for their ideas and strategies. The key to these reports is being 

able to transfer data swiftly into one place, providing an in-depth 

view of consumers.

From qualitative research we found that reporting  
is essential: it’s the only way they can stay   
in business.

50% of surveyed Decision Makers 
and Practitioners use a different 

adtech solution for each function

26% of Decision Makers say the  
one thing they wished their 

adtech would do is consistently track and   

report performance 

Adtech needs to be fitted their specific objectives and goals

of Decision Makers and Practitioners wish their 

solution was customized to their objectives and 

offered a holistic view of a customer

of marketers want to work with partners that 

understand how to utilize data in an agile, swift, and 

accurate manner (Martech Today)

“You’re not going to get any platform that 
gives you ad space on major trafficked 
sites. A platform with DSP, YouTube, 
search, double-click, tracking...” 

— Media Planner, Female 35 

CONSOLIDATING IT INTO ONE PLACE

often struggle with transferring data across channels, 

fogging up their picture

58% of our target audiences use at 
least Google, Facebook, and/or 

Amazon. Most Decision Makers trust these as part 
of a bandwagon effect.

“We use Google and Facebook because everyone 
does.”

— Media Director, 42

However, there’s always an afterthought of whether these 

walled gardens are always in touch with what they need. The 

main concern is there’s always a conflict of interest.

“Google doesn’t help with all my issues because 
they’re Google, they don’t have to.”

— Media Planner, Female 35

22%

74%

52%

WHY USE ADTECH?
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Target Audience

• Vision Leaders want to bring more capabilities in-house.

• They love to keep up with trends in their respective fields in 

order to lead their companies towards innovative horizons.

• They want a comprehensive look into the customer journey 

while still being able to consistently track marketing 

effectiveness and media spend. 

• They seek to discover forward-thinking adtech solutions 

that align with their business goals. 

1/3 of Vision Leaders find the most rewarding part 

of their job seeing the vision they have for their 

company being carried out.

• Decision Makers want to improve media capabilities.

• They love to collaborate and aim to connect disparate data, 

solve problems, and dive deep into the data.

• They always look for ways to better their Return on Ad 

Spend (ROAS) to support their team’s efforts.

• They seek to maximize personalized messaging, requiring 

them to harness disparate data across media channels.

• With the Experience Cloud, they can use data to not only 

rationalize their media decisions, but as a way to exercise 

their creativity.

• They are the most involved, shaping which product lasts 

through the trials of decisions.

• They are the most hands-on with adtech and explore the 

nitty gritty in order to understand its functions.

• They influence the team to believe which adtech offers the 

best solution to their business goals.

• They stay on trend in order to be equipped for their role in 

media buying.

35% of surveyed Practitioners look towards their 

inner circle for trends 

All target audiences are motivated by the pressure to prove themselves. They are all students—constantly 
learning in an ever-changing industry. They want an adtech solution in touch with their daily pain points and 
their future goals. For them, “media-buying is both an art and a science”

Vision Leaders Decision Makers Practitioners

The Crossover

THE TRENDSETTERS THE TEAM PLAYERS THE EXPLORERS

Media Planner or Manager of Advertising, Cross-channel Media, 
or Interactive Marketing at enterprise company or media agency

23% of surveyed Decision Makers say that 
collaborating with their team members 

is the most rewarding part of their job.
50% of surveyed Vision Leaders say they 

want to be better at delivering messages 
to “the right people at the right time and place.” 

VP or Director of Advertising or equivalent at enterprise 
company or in media agency

VP/SVP/VP of Marketing or equivalent
C-level (CMO, CEO, CXO) of $4 million spend enterprise company

TODAY’S THOUGHT LEADERS

46% of Practioners and Decision Makers 
feel most rewarded when they can 

use data for the development of a “story.”

• They are the most hands-on with adtech and explore the 

nitty gritty in order to understand its functions.

• They influence the team to believe which adtech offers the 

best solution to their business goals.

• They stay on trend in order to be equipped for their role in 

media buying.

35% of surveyed Practitioners look towards their 

inner circle for trends 



Amazon

Adobe

Google

Facebook

�e Trade Desk

Multi-Functional

One-Dimensional

Complex Accessible
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Perception of Adobe now
STRENGTHS

A trusted leader in the tech industry 

with Creative Cloud.

With independence comes transparency.

Product innovators with a strong   

brand portfolio.

BARRIERS

Low awareness of Experience Cloud 

when compared to Document and 

Creative Clouds.

Adobe Experience Cloud is still gaining 

traction as a relatively newer competitor.

Minimal support for a system that’s 

“clunky” and “hard to master.”

How Adobe fits into our strategy
The Adobe Experience Cloud offers an end-to-end advertising stack that integrates data across different 

channels to create a fully connected campaign, allowing each target to find more efficiency in their 

workplace. Adobe is competing in an industry that is ever-changing and constantly evolving. However, they 

are bringing something new to the table that media professionals of all backgrounds are excited about.  

Where we are now
Our audience believes that our system is complex 

and expensive. While the idea of Adobe entering 

the advertising space sparks interest, they 

currently do not know enough to use Adobe 

Experience Cloud. 

Where we want to be
We want our audience to believe that Adobe 

Experience Cloud is an end-to-end stack 

connecting disparate data across all media 

channels in one place. We revolve around their 

goals, simplifying the process so they can make 

the most out of their campaign.

Through primary and secondary research, we contextualized how 
the Experience Cloud for Advertising and Adobe’s brand are mapped 
inside the minds of marketing executives and media planners. 

Their associations with Adobe: “creative, lots 
of options”, “creative-oriented”, “global 
leader that’s evolving”, and “strong”

WALLED GARDENS

Because they sell the ad space that they own, walled gardens 

have immense access to consumer data and therefore dominate 

the market. With that power comes skepticism from consumers, 

unchecked control, and industry watchdogs keeping them in 

check. These walled gardens also prevent advertisers from 

having a holistic view of their entire campaign.

Competitive Analysis
AMAZON
While Amazon triumphs in 

self-service targeting and breadth 

of products, they are known to 

have unhelpful optimizations and 

category competition for adver-

tisers. It is also growing rapidly in 

the adtech space.

GOOGLE
While Google’s system is rich with 

data and perceived as the current 

leader, the company is known 

to offer minimal adtech support. 

Also, they are currently being 

threatened by GDPR laws and 

industry watch dogs.

FACEBOOK
Although Facebook is accessible 

to both big and small companies, 

there is a general lack of trust 

because of security and privacy 

issues from past algorithms.

THE OTHERS
While TradeDesk and Media Math 

are not as thorough as Facebook, 

Amazon, and Google, they are 

both trying to compete against 

them by highlighting their inde-

pendence and trustworthiness.

Positioning & Barriers
CONNECTING ACROSS CHANNELS



Creative Funnel We started wide, at the top of our creative funnel, to filter our research into 
one cohesive line from static understanding to creative execution. Utilizing 
key insights from the strategic idea, we developed an engaging story with an 
audience-relevant tone, leading us to the Creative Platform.

GETTING TO OUR VISION
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Integration Happens Here.
Integration HereHappens

Grounding the Experience Cloud in a physical 
space establishes the platform as the home 
base for your campaign, where data and 

creative strategies live. 

The Experience Cloud allows media buyers to 
confidently create connected ad experiences, 
developing brand storytelling across media 

channels and touchpoints.

A promise to navigate the relationships 
between platforms, targets, and data in 

an ever-changing digital landscape.

With the Creative Platform we started to see how the campaign, and its messaging, could take form. Every execution and line of copy is 

grounded in this one unifying theme: “Integration Happens Here.” Even though our targets are all connected in the buying process, the 

campaign utilized three different visual styles and taglines to speak to their distinct needs.

OUR CREATIVE PLATFORM IS . . .
Brand Ownable

It celebrates Adobe’s connected creativity, 

working off the existing strengths of the brand 

heritage. Our Creative Platform effectively 

illustrates the Experience Cloud as a separate 

entity, while still grounded in the overall 

creativity synonymous with Adobe.

Category Distinct
Adtech companies tell their story abstractly 

without grounding their products. Our Creative 

Platform acknowledges the humanity behind 

the data.

Consumer Relevant
Our Creative Platform engages our target and 

meets them right where their needs are.

Culture Timely
Consumers have less trust in digital advertisements 

and the companies that display them. Our 

campaign expresses Adobe’s transparency and 

trustworthiness against the paradigm.
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Creative Platform 
Explained

WHY IT WORKS
It was important for us to notice the precise differences 

between the Vision Leaders, Decision Makers, and 

Practitioners. Identifying how and where they differed 

was key to realizing our Creative Platform and how 

it worked for each target. In crafting our copy, we 

needed to speak to our audience in a language that 

they understood and already used, without being 

redundant and cliché. Each of these target-distinct 

taglines is a visual interpretation of industry terms that 

are often repeated to the point of confusion. By doing 

so, we create an inside joke, speaking to our audience’s 

sense of humor and intelligence. We chose to advertise 

to them differently as the Experience Cloud offers a 

connected platform that, in turn, allows us to have 

such highly targeted messages. The Creative Platform 

serves as the thread that connects all of our executions 

and our audiences, but by targeting them specifically, 

our campaign highlights the unique transparency, 

connectedness, and un-siloed data that make the 

Experience Cloud stand out.

Vision Leaders Decision Makers Practitioners

Vision Leaders not only have 
to keep up with trends in their 
respective fields, but they must 
lead their company to the  
forefront of innovation.

VISUAL MOTIF

Frame Your Big Picture

COPY

“Ads that innovate, in a frame that 
works. Think big picture with 
Adobe Experience Cloud.”

Decision Makers want to maximize 
personalized messaging, requiring 
them to harness disparate data 
across media channels.

VISUAL MOTIF

Reach Your Target

COPY

“The perfect aim for your media 
spend. Hit your target with Adobe 
Experience Cloud.”

They have the most hands-on role 
in media buying and struggle with 
time constraints.

VISUAL MOTIF

Quit Time Consuming

COPY

“Adtech too time consuming? 
Integrate with Adobe  
Experience Cloud”
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Adobe is inseparable from creativity. We knew that 

however we presented the Experience Cloud, it 

needed to be undoubtedly Adobe while still standing 

out from their other services.

Using the visual style and guidelines provided by 

Adobe, we gave the Experience Cloud a strong, unique 

look in the adtech field. Inspired by the user interfaces 

of modern websites, we highlighted the Experience 

Cloud’s ability to tell grounded stories in any abstract 

or digital space. By showing photography of people 

in abstract scenes we present advertising, and the 

Experience Cloud, as something human and simple.

To resonate with our target audiences, we gave each a 

visual element and color associated with their unique 

copy. These three distinct motifs and colors are tied 

together with surreal and abstract scenes featuring 

human actors.

Visual Identity
HOW IT LOOKS

Vision Leaders Decision Makers Practitioners

Decision Makers, who have important metrics and goals to 

reach, are seen with an archery target and bow in a warm peach 

environment. With ads featuring the snap of the arrow, we show 

that the Experience Cloud doesn’t just place ads, but directs them 

where they make an impact.

Vision Leaders are associated with the visual of a cloud, and their 

big picture ideas. Vision Leaders are looking for adtech solutions 

that not only drive results, but can tie advertisements together 

to resonate across a variety of platforms. With the idea that a 

single ad is but a larger part of an entire campaign, the cloud, in a 

dreamy blue hue, is cut out with a picture frame.

Practitioners will spend the most time with the platform and seek 

solutions that will help mitigate the time they waste on difficult 

programs. Their imagery shows stark scenes of clocks at an 

entirely green dining scene.
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Media Objectives & Strategies

Objective
To increase awareness for The Experience Cloud by utilizing a strategic media mix and 

employing public relations tactics to create earned media. 

Strategies
Our media plan will utilize a frequency strategy to dominate the media space and raise 

awareness for Adobe. The plan is broken up into three phases: INFLUX, SUSTAIN, and 

ATTRACT. The INFLUX phase includes an introduction in the months of September and 

October. The SUSTAIN phase makes up the slowest point of our media strategy, the holidays. 

Despite this, we will be spending our budget on cultural and niche media to catch our target 

audience when they least expect it. Lastly, ATTRACT will consist of a medium to heavy 

media spend to reel our target audience back in. With a medium introduction back from the 

holidays, we want to end our campaign with a bang for every buck. By the Adobe summit, 

we want our target audience to EAT, BREATHE, and SLEEP everything pertaining to The 

Experience Cloud. 

Designated Market Audiences 
In choosing our geographic strategy, we utilized a tiered approach by splitting up our market 

areas into primary market areas and secondary market areas. Through secondary research, we 

chose the primary market areas based on two factors: if the city had a high propensity for public 

transportation and if the city had a large conglomerate of advertising agencies + large enterprise 

corporations. The two cities we designated as our secondary market areas was due to the fact 

that despite the lack of usage in public transportation, these cities still contain a large gathering of 

advertising agencies and enterprise corporations.

Primary Cities
These cities had a high amount of corporations, 

full-service ad agencies, and media planning 

and buying agencies. There’s also a high 

amount of public transporation usage.

New York, New York

Chicago, Illinois

Washington, D.C.

Los Angeles, California

Secondary Cities
These cities have a decent amount of public 

transporation usage. There’s also a good 

amount of corporations, full-service ad 

agencies, and media planning and buying 

agencies.

San Francisco, California

Seattle, Washington

Las Vegas, Nevada 
(Adobe Summit Location)
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Commercials 
Our series of spots cleverly illustrate our target-distinct ideas, establishing these vivid metaphors for the rest of our 

executions. Each spot speaks to a persona, emphasizing how the Adobe Experience Cloud can reduce their pain points.

Time Consuming
A stylized dinner party. The meal? Time. 

Clocks and watches fill the table as the 

camera slowly pans out. The actor is lost 

behind an overwhelming spread of dishes. 

Bib secured and knife and fork in hand, he 

attempts to dig in. Copy appears: 

“Adtech shouldn’t be time-consuming.”

Reach Your Target
An actor mounts a bow and arrow and fires 

across the screen towards a target. Bullseye. 

Copy appears:

“The perfect aim for your media spend.”

Video Content

Brand Video 
Peak behind the scenes of our campaign while learning about what makes 

the Adobe Experience Cloud unique. In this mixed-media journey, advertisers 

will see the full picture from our digital ads, commercials, and radio — the 

full picture that the Experience Cloud offers. In doing so, the brand video 

demonstrates firsthand how the Adobe Experience Cloud integrates brand 

storytelling. See the brand video here.

Big Picture
An actor lifts a picture frame in view, 

revealing an idyllic cloud illustration. Copy 

appears:

“Ads that innovate, in a frame that works.”

Video Content Placement
Our research shows that advertisers are cord-cutters, so to optimize our budget, our 

commercial buys are OTT rather than traditional TV. Spots will run on platforms most 

watched by our target — Hulu, FOX Now, CBS All Access, ESPN App — with additional 

buys during the sustain and attract phases. The brand video will premiere at the Adobe 

Summit.
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Out-of-Home

Transit Escalator Target 
Practice 
A series of digital escalator screens interact to tell a story as travelers 

ascend. An archer cocks an arrow upwards out of frame, sending it 

traveling from screen to screen, piercing demographics until it hits the 

bullseye on the final screen. Copy on the screens weave a complete 

story as you head upwards.  

“All the tools you need…” / “...To make your ads a hit.” / “Adobe 

Experience Cloud - Integration Happens Here”

Manhole Covers 
Consecutive manhole covers with branded decals tell a story 

to Practitioners on their commute in primary cities. As viewers 

walk along, fewer slices of the clock are revealed, as if time is 

being eaten up. With each removed slice, more words appear 

beneath the clock graphic to reveal: “Adtech too time-consuming? 

Integration Happens Here. Adobe Experience Cloud.”

“Adtech too time-consuming? Integration Happens Here. Adobe 

Experience Cloud.”

Big Picture Skyline Billboards 
This larger-than-life media placement tells a dynamic story of 

cohesiveness. By buying billboard space scattered across the New 

York skyline, a “big picture” reveals itself from a specific vantage point 

— that of an ad agency-dense area. Individually, there’s nebulous 

cloudlike data, but when viewed together, a completed image of the 

Experience Cloud is revealed.

A shortened bit.ly link adobe.com/experience will be used throughout 

all executions to direct audiences to the brief-defined landing page.

Experiential Executions
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Experiential Executions

Events

Experience Rooms
Adobe Experience Rooms invite audiences to step into the 

elaborate world created by our connected campaign touchpoints. 

These interactive, sharable spaces will reflect the elements seen in 

commercials, print, web, and digital ads, allowing audiences to see 

the framework of the campaign’s creative pieces. The three pop-ups 

will be previewed at smaller industry gatherings throughout the year, 

driving interest for the Adobe Summit where all of the rooms will 

exist together and be executed to their full extent. 

Time-Consuming: Practitioners can enjoy a stylized dinner 

party with time on the platter. 

Target Practice: Decision Makers can enter an archery 

range where targets are labeled with typical media buying 

demographics and arrows are named for different elements 

of the Experience Cloud or competitors. 

Big Picture: Vision Leaders can walk through the Experience 

Cloud by exploring a room with projected digital art on every 

surface that depicts a cloud of moving data. Picture frames 

placed throughout the room, whether on walls or seemingly 

floating in mid-air, are labeled with museum placards as if 

advertising is an art piece.

Unwalled Beer Garden
A playful pop-up, the “Unwalled” Beer Garden, 

represents Adobe’s transparency with its data. 

Outside of competitor events, specifically Salesforce’s 

Dreamforce conference, visitors can relax at an 

Adobe-sponsored beer garden and experience an 

array of activities and games to get away from the 

conference chaos. A visitor sign-in at the ID check 

allows Adobe to gain industry contacts. 
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Print Ads
The campaign will place print ads in 

high-indexing industry publications– 

Adweek, AdAge, American Way, and 

Forbes– during off season months to 

engage personas traveling or at home. 

The print ad’s imagery will uniquely catch 

the attention of our targets by connecting 

back to display ads, commercials, and 

microsites. 

The bit.ly link to adobe.com/experience 

will be used here again to direct audience 

attention to our digital experiences.

Experiential Executions

Microsites
This feature on the existing Experience 

Cloud website will draw in repeat web 

visits with niche industry-relevant games. 

The website will require sign-in after an 

allocated amount of gameplay, garnering 

industry contacts. The Decision Maker 

and Practitioner games will feature 

leaderboards where users can sign in 

under their companies, creating healthy 

competition between our targets. 

The website also ties together 

touchpoints referenced throughout the 

connected campaign, adding an element 

of cohesion and creating a sense of place 

for the Experience Cloud. 

Practitioners, interacting most 

with industry lingo and

pressured for time, have a pictionary-

style game. Challenged with illustrations 

of industry terms, players have to type 

in answers under a set time. The answer 

is revealed under a platter, thematically 

similar to the other time-consuming 

executions.

Decision Makers, focused on 

reaching targets, have an

archery-inspired game. Players shoot 

themed arrows at familiar demographic 

targets. As they play, they collect 

more archery-themed tools from the 

Experience Cloud, and can explore how 

elements of the suite work together. 

Vision Leaders, pressured to 

think big, can explore this

campaign’s Big Picture seen throughout 

our targeted ads. Players have the 

ability to zoom in and out endlessly to 

reveal increasing detail related to our 

campaign—Integration Happens Here. 

The contents of the cloud of data reveal 

our campaign’s metrics and strategy, 

showing radical transparency within 

the Experience Cloud’s connected 

advertising story.

Digital & Print
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Online

Audio 
Pre-recorded audio speaks directly to the 

listener and points out advertisements around 

them, inviting them to imagine creating an 

integrated campaign using all of those media 

spaces. 

“Look around you. Do you see it? The man 

on that billboard, the pre-roll on your video, 

the ad between articles? What you’re hearing 

right now? Advertising is everywhere, scattered 

haphazardly, hard to place, harder to buy. 

If only the process was all together, in one 

location. An integrated solution, to complete 

your campaign. The Adobe Experience Cloud.”

Experiential Executions

Paid Search
The Experience Cloud will utilize search 

engine optimization to bid on broad industry 

search terms such as “long-term brand 

building,” “campaign personalization,” and 

“data optimization” with the campaign 

commercials appearing as results. This media 

buy positions Adobe Experience Cloud as an 

answer to the ad tech world’s inquiries. 

Additionally, as a nod to walled gardens, 

when information about competitor industry 

events are searched, Adobe Experience 

Cloud will appear in the results. This coy 

acknowledgment of the competitive 

landscape will raise awareness for Adobe’s 

ad tech solution and position the Experience 

Cloud as top-of-mind.

Display Ads
By playing with form, skyscraper and banner 

ads create an integrated experience for 

viewers. The Experience Cloud’s hyper-

targeting abilities allow our digital buys to 

reach each persona, ensuring our campaign 

is connected throughout various touch points 

— just as theirs can be.

For Vision Leaders, ads form one 

connected picture.

For Decision Makers, animated 

arrows tie our ads together. One ad 

depicts a bow and arrow, while the 

other; a target.

For Practitioners, animated 

clock entrees swirl around an 

overwhelming dinner party.

Quit time consuming.

Integration 
happens here.

Adobe Experience Cloud
Integration happens here.

Integration happens here.
Adobe 

Experience 
Cloud

Adobe Experience Cloud
Innovation happens here.
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PR Gift Boxes
PR gifts sent to target companies will include stylized 
objects — both playful and useful for each persona. 
Each gifted item features industry terms in literal form. 
Four-hundred primary media influencers, like Ryan 
Holmes, KerryO’Shea, and Chelsea Krost, will receive 
complimentary PR gifts, while general audiences can 
sign up to receive them through Adobe’s website, 
allowing Adobe to gain more contacts and unaided 
awareness. Each persona will be sent gifts relevant to 
their goals.

 

Practitioners will save the time for our themed 
dinner party with stylized, branded office

kitchenware. A dining set adorned with green 
illustrated clocks will provide Practitioners an Adobe 
touchpoint every time they attend a lunch-and-learn 
or visit the break room.

Decision Makers will receive Adobe-style 
office darts game to illustrate how they can 

reach their targets. Each customizable dart board 
allows Decision Makers to fill in their primary, 
secondary, and tertiary market segments. Nine darts 
will each be labeled with the different tools within the 

Experience Cloud, showing the brand’s attention to 
detail and comprehensive suite. 

Vision Leaders will receive a Magic-8-ball-
inspired desk item that is a physical 

representation of the Experience Cloud. When Vision 
Leaders shake the Cloud, swirling elements familiar 
to the microsite and commercial will reveal a rotating 
list of answers to typical Vision Leader questions. This 
interactive piece will keep Adobe Experience Cloud 
top of mind as it becomes a fixture in influential offices 
around the country. 

PR Stunts

Clock Tower Stunt 
This stunt brings the time-consuming commercials to new 
heights. Clock towers in LA and Chicago cityscapes will 
feature this activation, connecting campaign elements and 
driving earned media.

Reach Your Target Stunt 
This stunt shows audiences how they can utilize Adobe 
Experience Cloud tools to reach their target on a larger-than-
life, highly shareable scale. Turning a park into an enormous, 
stylistic archery range, a 3D arrow hits the bullseye from the 
vantage point of agency-dense areas in Washington, D.C. This 
stunt highlights how the campaign reaches its target when 
each persona sees it, making the stunt a self-aware statement.

Big Picture Stunt 
An ornate picture frame surrounds transparent empty space. As the 
actual skies change, the billboard changes as well. “Frame Your Big 
Picture with Adobe Experience Cloud” reads on a large placard to the 
side as if a museum installation. Located on building-tops in agency-
dense markets, this stunt will be eye-level to Vision Leaders in their 
high-rise offices. This unique media buy emphasizes the Experience 
Cloud’s ability to communicate conceptual goals and inspire media 
buyers.

Three out-of-home stunts launching in primary cities on National Programmatic Ad Day (November 7) will reach the campaign 
targets as they travel to industry events. Serving as a bold effort to showcase Adobe Experience Cloud’s ability to execute out-
of-the-box media buys, these stunts will attract attention from advertising publications and industry social media feeds. 

Experiential Executions
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Budget Breakdown
TV & DIGITAL SPOTS 
Our target audience is at the forefront 

of a market looking to cut the cord. We 

found through our research and Simmons 

Oneview that our target audience has a 

high interest in sports. Taking into account 

the adaptive practices our consumers 

are surrounded by everyday, we have 

resourcefully pointed our TV media spend 

away from traditional platforms and 

toward OTT channels like: Hulu, ESPN+, 

and Fox Now. These platforms combine 

the appeal of the sports and primetime 

content that captivate our audience with 

the convenience of streaming. Utilizing a 

campaign-long media buy, our digital spots 

are strategically placed to capitalize on the 

high usage of OTT channels by our target. 

DIGITAL PLAN 
Our digital strategy stretches throughout 

our entire campaign, even November 

and December. Programmatic banner ad 

buys will display our creative on the most 

relevant and visited sites to our target 

audience. With our promoted social posts, 

we will hit LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and 

Instagram — top social media platforms 

among our consumers. By purchasing 

keywords and search ads, we will ensure 

that anyone searching popular industry 

terms — prompted by our commercials, 

OOH, digital ads, or stunts (or the earned 

media garnered by our campaign) — will 

be directed to the Adobe Experience 

Cloud site. Additionally, with our microsite 

activation, we will gain contacts by 

requiring their company email as a login. 

We hope to create an interactive experience 

throughout the campaign by providing an 

enjoyable digital experience.

AUDIO 
We are focusing on radio as well as turning 

our attention toward podcasts. We have 

broken up our radio strategy based on 

commute times in our targeted cities. Our 

purchase in the A.M. and P.M. dayparts, 

during the months of October, will act as a 

support medium to our out-of-home stunts. 

In February and March, our audio strategy 

will act as a support leading up to the 

Adobe summit. Podcasts attract similar on-

the-go listeners interested in specific topics, 

allowing us to reach our desired audience. 

Our research tells us that B2B campaigns 

traditionally focus more on spoken-

word, news, and sports radio shows. By 

buying podcast ads throughout our entire 

campaign, we will accurately deliver our 

message to our intended audience.

PRINT
As our support medium, we will use print 

because of its long lasting shelf life, pass 

along readership, and loyal audiences. 

Playing off of the reproduction quality of 

magazines, we will reinforce the quality of 

the Experience Cloud. Pulsing our media 

buys in AdWeek and AdAge, we will 

specifically hit our industry professionals 

who fit the profile of our target market. 

During November and December, our ad 

buys in American Way and Forbes capitalize 

on our intended reader’s propensity to 

travel for the holidays and fulfills their 

needs to stay culturally updated.

OUT-OF-HOME
We are utilizing the advantages of OOH to 

drive awareness by repeatedly exposing 

industry professionals to everything the 

Experience Cloud represents. Through a 

variety of engaging stunts and executions, 

our target audience will be able to recall 

and interact with this campaign during the 

INFLUX and SUSTAIN phases. To increase 

brand equity, our Unwalled Beer Garden 

will give a taste and feel of the transparency 

Adobe provides through its adtech. The 

Adobe Experience Rooms will explore the 

possibilities of The Experience Cloud by 

mimicking real life advertising campaigns. 

Practitioners, Decision Makers, and Vision 

Leaders lead busy lives-- that’s why our 

eye-catching executions and interactive 

experiences will capture their attention and 

will position The Experience Cloud as top-

of-mind throughout the campaign.

Key
 Production

 T.V.

 Digital

 Radio

 Out of Home 

        Print

We are proposing a $4 million plan that runs from September 2020 

through the end of March 2021. We found through Simmons OneView 

that our target audience indexes high across all media quintiles. 

Knowing this, our campaign blends traditional media, experiential 

executions, and a strong digital presence across the United States. 

Through the use of creative media strategies, we will capture our targets 

attention. 

28.8% 

25% 

2.5% 
12.5% 

12.5% 

18.7% 
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OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR TOTAL COST

$449,984

$346,864

$200,000

$24,480

$36,060

$14,988

$93,750

$93,750
$46,875

$333,000

$222,000

$239,000
$50,000

$100,000

$50,000

$50,000

$32,400

$10,000

$20,000

$109,000

$3,999,839 147,181,816

27,759

35,375

28,990

5,295,823

3,530,549

193,000

171,000
5,000,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

1,000

4,000

*Based on Site Visits

$46,875
$46,875

$93,750

$164,025
$164,025

64,513,104

8,000,000

10,157,014

3,750,000
3,750,000

1,875,000

1,875,000
1,875,000

$117,600

$105,570

$155,430

$130,000

207,200
303,000

1,400,976

1,339,344

$27,250

$62,004

$23,688

$4,936

27,759
160,000

35,375

28,990

$54,384 160,000

$199,998

$51,480

$29,796

11,111,000

344,920

108,640

3,750,000
6,561,000

6,561,000

IMPRESSIONS

INFLUX SUSTAIN ATTRACT

DIGITAL
Google Ad Words

Promoted Socials

Digital Banners (Programmatic)

O.T.T. Platforms:

FOX Now

CBS All Access
ESPN App

NBC Peacock Streaming

Hulu Pre-Roll

Youtube Pre-Roll

T.V. + VIDEO + COMMERCIAL

C.T.V. Devices:

HDMI Sticks

Smart T.V.’s
PRINT

RADIO

AdAge

AdWeek

American Way

Forbes

Podcast
Live Radio (AM Dayport):

New York

Chicago
Washington D.C.

 Los Angeles

San Francisco

Live Radio (PM Dayport):

Los Angeles 

Washington D.C.

San Francisco

OUT-OF-HOME / EXPERIENTAL

Digital Billboards

Transit Ads
 Adobe Experience Room

Unwalled Beer Garden

Time Consuming Wrap-Around

Big Picture Skyline Stunt

Reach Your Target Stunt

 

Man-Hole Cover Ads

Branded Merch

P.R. Boxes

Production Costs

TOTAL: 
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KPI MEASUREMENT

Raise unaided awareness      
by 2%

• Adobe’s brand tracking research (conducted twice a 

year)

• 147 ,181 ,816 impressions

Be in the top 3 SOV for earned 
media

• New press contacts

• Media coverage (quantity, prominence, and content 

accuracy)

• Social listening (mentions of Experience Cloud)

Drive 50,000 visits to      
https://www.adobe.com/
advertising/adobe-advertising-
cloud.html

• 77,000 calculated clicks (Google Ads)

• Website visitation and click through rates from 

influencer contacts

Capture 10,000 new Decision 
Maker and Practitioner 
contacts from businesses 
earning over $1M per year

• All of the above (as they are more top of the funnel 

and lead into contacts)

• Event attendance-to-contact ratio

• Website bounce rate

• Ratio of net-new to existing contacts

• Determine highest performing executions for contact 

growth (by including a “how you heard about us” item 

to all contact-gathering methods)

KPIs

Conclusion

Overall
• Pre-campaign A/B testing on content

• Pre- and post-campaign awareness and perception tests

• Auto-optimize on highest-performing executions

• Monitor category ad spend, competitor actions, and  

current events

Aligning with Adobe’s philosophy of connected storytelling, we made 

our campaign as integrated and creative as the Experience Cloud for 

Advertising. To meet the challenge of making a newcomer relevant 

in a saturated industry, we built our campaign off extensive research 

and a deep understanding of our audience. With compelling statistics 

guiding our strategy, we developed creative executions that push 

media boundaries and challenge our audience to think outside the box 

using Adobe’s tools. We created a campaign that not only positions 

The Experience Cloud as relevant, but as a product our target simply 

can’t live without. By leveling with our audience and recognizing 

the roses and thorns of their jobs, we did much more than just 

position The Experience Cloud as the end-to-end approach to brand 

storytelling: we completely shifted the perception of the category itself.

How can we prove that we’ll be hitting these KPI’s? We put in place 

benchmarks to optimize during the campaign and monitor afterwards.
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